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By deploying patient early-stage
capital to diverse change agents
across the globe, we unlock
impactful ventures to build a
more sustainable future.
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Tackle the most
pressing interlinked
societal challenges

Harness the benefits of
supporting a diverse set
of founders

Make use of
scientific data to create
measurable social impact

Globally, only 38% of companies were
aligned, while almost 55% were
misaligned or neutral with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in
2020.

Companies in the top quartile for gender
diversity are 15% percent more likely to
have financial returns above their national
industry medians in 2015.

Over 4 million scientific articles related to
specific UN Sustainable Development Goals
were published between 2015 - 2019.

Take
global action
now

The G20 countries represent close to or
more than 50% of the total performance
gap for each UN SDG in 2020.

Empower
diverse
perspectives

Companies in the top quartile for racial
and ethnic diversity are 35% more likely to
have financial returns above their national
industry medians in 2015.
Companies with above-average diversity
scores report 19% more average
innovation revenue in 2017.

Leverage
science for
impact

Despite the large volume of research on
global challenges (e.g., climate research
papers are among the highest cited, 37%
above the world’s average between 2015 2019), there is a huge “research-practice
gap” that we can address in tackling these
grand challenges.

P I L L A R

# 1

Take global action now
We invest in 3 strategic areas, aligned with the UN Sustainable Development Goals
INCLUSIVE
DIGITAL ECONOMY

CLIMATE TECH
& SMART CITIES

SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION

How do we make education,
skills, and jobs accessible to
everyone in a way that meets
societal needs?

How can we improve climate and
urban resilience and use
renewable energy technology to
future-proof our cities?

How do we educate consumers
on the ethics of their purchases
and build sustainable supply
chains in a globalized world?

P I L L A R

# 2

Empower diverse perspectives
We invest in multiple types of early-stage entities to reach a wide range of game-changing innovators
ENTREPRENEURS
& STARTUPS
$50K to $100K INVESTMENTS

Using a gender and racial equity
lens, we provide initial funding for
the next frontier of international
rising stars who want to make
the world a better place.

INCUBATORS
& ACCELERATORS
$100K to $500K INVESTMENTS

We invest in and support
platforms that can help us
identify driven and diverse
change agents as early in their
journey as possible.

EMERGING
FUNDS/VCs

ACADEMIC
INSTITUTIONS

$100K to $500K INVESTMENTS

$10K to $100K INVESTMENTS

We invest in first-time, emerging,
female co-founded impact fund
managers and Fund of Fund
managers working in the preseed and very early “soil” stage.

We sponsor impact pitch day
competitions, commercialization
of intellectual property, matched
funding and co-investments with
university capital.

Our global network of advisors provides hands-on mentorship to founders throughout their journey
INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
Venture capitalists, social enterprise leaders, environmentalists, corporate C-suite executives, philanthropists,
entrepreneurs, professors, artists, and many others – all united to bring their experience to support our entrepreneurs.

P I L L A R

# 3

Leverage science for impact
We take a close look at empirical evidence and analytics to understand the numbers behind the story
CARBON
FOOTPRINT

Carbon emissions and offset
tools, net zero programs,
business certifications, etc.

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Reduced or recycled waste,
recycled packaging, air pollution,
upcycled products, etc.

INCLUSION &
DIVERSITY

CORPORATE
POLICY

Hiring of leadership and workforce
from under-represented
backgrounds, inclusive access, etc.

Annual diversity and inclusion
surveys, corporate code of ethics,
whistleblowing policies, etc.

STAFF
WELLBEING

CYBERSECURITY &
DATA GOVERNANCE

Living wages, study support,
flexible work opportunities,
mental/health care benefits, etc.

Training, cybersecurity controls,
data infrastructure, compliance
and data regulations, etc.

P O R T F O L I O

Our patient capital comes with active mentorship, expert
advisors, and introductions throughout our ecosystem
SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION

INCLUSIVE
DIGITAL ECONOMY

CLIMATE TECH
& SMART CITIES

RYSE

e2JDJ

THALIE PARIS

CIDA

BREAKTHRU

INTERSTELLAR LAB

ANOTHER TOMORROW

PSYKHE

EDEN LABS

PARTNER

Innovation Incubator

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY – DOMINGUEZ HILLS

G E N D E R

E Q U I T Y

We focus our investments on women-led businesses
to leverage the proven strengths of female founders
while also addressing the gender investment gap
The gender investment gap persists
MEN OUTNUMBER WOMEN FOUNDERS

Out of 100 countries studied, the percentage of men who
start a business exceeds the percentage of women

GENDER REPRESENTATION GAP AT VCs

Only 5% of partners in European venture capital funds – and
only 15% in US venture capital funds – are women

FEMALE FUNDING GAP

In 2021, female entrepreneurs received only 1% of venture
capital investment in Europe and 2% in the United States –
the lowest percentage since 2016
Share of
VC deals by
gender
(US 2021)

Female founders perform better
on many dimensions

10%

more revenue generated
by women than men

MORE THAN 2X BETTER PERFORMANCE

Research shows that start-ups (co)founded by women
generate about 10% more revenue over a period of five years
– that’s more than 2 times as much per $ invested than startups founded by men

BETTER RISK MANAGEMENT

A study found that female entrepreneurs are less likely to
overestimate their track record – even though their
businesses reported higher profits compared to men

A POSITIVE WORK CULTURE

Teams led by women are reported to be more communicative,
collaborative, and open to learning

C A S E

S T U D Y :

A N O T H E R

T O M O R R O W

Platform for a technology-based circular economy
FOUNDED 2018
www.anothertomorrow.co

VANESSA BARBONI
HALLIK
FOUNDER & CEO

“

My mission is to create a truly
sustainable and compassionate
company with a three-pronged
approach of providing a foundational
wardrobe of ethically and responsibly
made clothing, education, and a
platform for activism to amplify our
collective voices.
Another Tomorrow was created in response to the values of the curious,
compassionate global citizen seeking elevated, thoughtful design,
education, and tools for advocacy.

C A S E

S T U D Y :

B R E A K T H R U

Tiny movement-based breaks that energize teams
FOUNDED 2020 • VENICE, CA, USA • 8 EMPLOYEES • SEED STAGE STARTUP

www.breakthru.me

MELISSA PAINTER

“

Our body makes energy. All the science
today lets us know “brain-bound
thinking” is a myth. We are moving
thinkers. When we sit still, we turn off
the part of our brain that is in our body.
Move more, think better.
Breakthru is a tool for teams, work and school that unleashes the natural synergy
between motion and mind in all parts of your day, across a lifetime, for mental
and emotional wellbeing.

FOUNDER

FUTURE PLANS
• Immersive movement based breaks, delivered across
all platforms, for all ages. Powered by AI, spatial
computing, and our bodies in motion. To help us learn
how to use the part of our brain that is in our bodies.

KEY SUCCESSES
• Used in over 39,000 organizations, in 72 countries,
helping kids and grown ups take breaks to boost
their physical and mental wellbeing

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs

C A S E

S T U D Y :

C I D A

Circular Web3 platform for phygital luxury
FOUNDED 2021 • STUTTGART, GERMANY • 3 EMPLOYEES • SEED STAGE STARTUP
www.cida.space

SUSANNE HAHN

“

We built CIDA as a nucleus for Web3
solutions in the circular economy.
Today, we’re leading the transition to
phygital and circular luxury with our
partner brands.
CIDA is a Circular Re:Design Platform to transform luxury waste
components into lifestyle products for a phygital age. The vision of CIDA
is to overcome the “take make waste” approach in the luxury industry.

FOUNDER

FUTURE PLANS
• Starting within the automotive industry, CIDA will be
able to cross their unique Upcyling-NFT solution to
other luxury verticals
• Next financing round will be announced after signing
the first major brand deal within 2022

FLORIAN HOFMANN
FOUNDER

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs
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J D J

Early-stage VC fund focused on AgriFood tech and science
FOUNDED 2021 • NEW ORLEANS, LA, USA • 3 EMPLOYEES • PRE-SEED to SERIES A FUND
www.e2jdj.com

STEPHANIE DORSEY

“

How you do anything is how you do
everything. It’s important for us to give it our
all with a deep commitment to excellence
on every level when it comes to running the
firm as well as our day to day lives.
E²JDJ focuses on scalable, high growth and early-stage innovative businesses that digitize
and drive efficiencies and productivity across the food supply chain that improve the quality,
resilience and sustainability of the food system, and ultimately human and planetary health.

FOUNDER

KEY SUCCESSES
• The firm has made 12 investments in exceptional
companies alongside strong co-investors such as NEA,
Greylock, DCVC and GV. The firm has leading investors
including both institutional and large family office capital.

FUTURE PLANS

COREY JONES
FOUNDER

• Build an enduring financial firm strong enough to
survive multiple generations of owners and spoken of
in the same breadth as the greatest financial
institutions in the industry.

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs

C A S E

S T U D Y :

E D E N

L A B S

Increase the efficiency and efficacy of the cloud
FOUNDED 2021 • NEW YORK, NY, USA • 2 EMPLOYEES • PRE-SEED STAGE STARTUP
www.edenlabs.cloud

SOFIA ASSAB

“

Our vision is to bring “the cloud” into
a space of accessibility, increased
creativity, sustainability and equity.
Our blockchain technology will allow
for companies and individuals to
have true control over their data and
digital identities.

FOUNDER

Eden Labs hopes to give people control back over their data in the most sustainable and equitable way.

KEY SUCCESSES
• We have successfully run our prototype code on a local
server. We are now working towards demonstrating our
prototype on the cloud.

FUTURE PLANS
DEVON TIETJEN
FOUNDER

• Our technology is able to be adopted by a multitude of
industries (any industry that currently uses the cloud).
Our vision is for the Eden Labs blockchain to change
the way both current and future companies handle
users’ data.

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs
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L A B

Preserve life on Earth and expand it in space
FOUNDED 2018 • US & FRANCE • 32 EMPLOYEES • SEED STAGE STARTUP

www.interstellarlab.com

“

If you can dream it, you can
build it.
Interstellar Lab’s mission is to preserve life on Earth and
expand it in space. Our first focus is plant life.
We develop and build inflatable, autonomous and
controlled-environment pods that recreate perfect climatic
conditions for plants to grow, on Earth and in space.

KEY SUCCESSES
BARBARA BELVISI
FOUNDER & CEO

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs

• 200 orders for controlled-environment greenhouses
(BioPod) from natural ingredients, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, and food/beverage companies
• 10 BioPods in production, 1 fully functional installed
• 2 NASA contracts for food production systems in space
• $7M raised from business angels and VCs
• Team from NASA, SpaceX, Dassault, Airbus, Agricool,
Biomerieux

FUTURE PLANS
• Build BioPod factory to increase production capabilities and meet customer demands
• Grow team to 60 people in 8 months
• Install first BioPods at customers' location
• Launch first system in space

C A S E

S T U D Y :

P S Y K H E

A I

Improving personalization in retail and beyond
FOUNDED 2019 • NEW YORK, NY, USA • <10 EMPLOYEES • SEED STAGE STARTUP
www.psykhe.com

ANABEL MALDONADO
FOUNDER

“

Psychographic data will help machines
better understand people, and in turn,
will help us better understand ourselves
and the psychological pay-off of the
things we consume.
PSYKHE AI is a Personalization-as-a-Service platform that uses psychologypowered AI to hyper-personalize entire product categories by taking the user‘s
personality into account. Unlike generic product recommendation engines, using
personality data as an added layer and anchor – in addition to interactions and
purchase data – enables PSYKHE AI's models to behave human-like, and
recommend across different categories that include fashion, home & furniture,
beauty & grooming, and travel.

KEY SUCCESSES
• Demonstrated a 5x revenue increase using our
algorithms along with a lowered return rate, proving
we drive the right products to the right consumers,
promoting sell-through and decreasing waste.

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs

C A S E

S T U D Y :

R Y S E

Empowering women to invest for a fairer world
FOUNDED 2020 • PARIS, FRANCE • 5 EMPLOYEES • SEED STAGE STARTUP
www.join-ryse.com

PALOMA CASTRO
MARTINEZ
FOUNDER, CHAIRWOMAN & CEO

“

Women-invested money is a game
changer. Ryse empowers the financial
world to engage with women investors
who in turn get transparency into a
women-friendly investment
ecosystem.
Ryse promotes best practices to guide the financial industry to become more
women-investment friendly. We created the Ryse Label – an index measuring
engagement towards women’s investment using 25 criteria for financial
actors based on 4 pillars (goals, governance, products, services) – along with
a platform showcasing committed financial players and their products.

KEY SUCCESSES
• Community of 7,000+ women willing to invest
• Launch of our platform in France
• 2 first institutional clients

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs
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Disruptive, international sustainable luxury leather brand
FOUNDED 2020 • PARIS, FRANCE • <10 EMPLOYEES • PRE-SEED STAGE STARTUP
www.thalieparis.com

NATHALIE DIONNE
FOUNDER

“

Thalie is a muse by whom
nature reflourishes.
Thalie embodies Parisian chic and minimalism, and takes
sustainable luxury handbags to new heights. We create
daring handbags made of innovative, vegan and recycled
materials for women who do not want to compromise on
styling and functionality but understand the importance of
not over consuming while using available resources.

KEY SUCCESSES
• Ready to go to market after 18 months of R&D
• Signed 20 clients and 7 new marketplaces in Oct 2022
• Voted Most Eco-Conscious Luxury Leather Goods Brand
in France and Top 12 vegan brand of handbag 2022

FUTURE PLANS
• Raise 1.5 million euros to meet demand

RELATED UNITED NATIONS SDGs

C A S E

S T U D Y :

C S U D H

P A R T N E R S H I P

Impact Founders Pitch 2022 Competition
APRIL 21, 2022 • CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY – DOMINGUEZ HILLS, USA

Event website
Recap video

“

Ankh Impact Ventures is passionate
about fostering entrepreneurship
and impact in students.
Ankh Impact Ventures and California State University - Dominguez Hills
Innovation Incubator were proud to present the CSUDH Impact
Founders Pitch event on April 21, 2022.
The event was open to socially-driven entrepreneurs of all backgrounds
across Southern California who want to make the world a better place.
• $25,000 in total investments awarded to pitch event winners
• 6 months of CSUDH Innovation Incubator mentoring for all finalists

DAVID OCHI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

WINNERS
1st Place
Paeon – Cristian Rogers, Founder
A robotics company that develops affordable
natural adaptive solutions through smart
technology for the underrepresented and
undervalued amputee community
2nd Place
Planit Ponics – DeVonne Hart, Founder
Creating sustainable focused solutions for the
growing food demand crisis through education

“

F O U N D E R

S T O R Y

To solve pressing societal challenges,
we must act now and empower diverse groups
of change agents by mobilizing wealth.

PIERRE N. ROLIN

Pierre N. Rolin is Founder and CEO of Ankh Impact Ventures. A Canadian entrepreneur with over 35 years
of real estate investment advisory as well as venture capital experience, Rolin was previously based in
London, Frankfurt, and New York and has closed more than 550 real estate investments valued in excess of
$17 billion USD and delivered an average 20 percent Net IRR for his clients. Rolin was appointed Global
Head of Credit Suisse International Real Estate based in London at the age of 35. Following his career at
Credit Suisse, Rolin founded a global real estate advisory firm where he managed assets of $6.4 billion USD
including 125 direct properties and four customised private equity real estate funds.
Rolin is currently Chairman and CEO of Ankh Real Estate, Inc., an independent global real estate
investment advisory firm whose clients include ultra-high net worth private investors, foundations, private
equity firms, alternative managers, and property developers. Rolin also advises real estate owners and
operators on strategic projects including M&A, capital allocation and recycling strategies, take privates,
joint ventures, recaps, roll-ups, and platform investments.

FOUNDER & CEO
ANKH IMPACT VENTURES

In 2006, Rolin established a private nonprofit grant-giving foundation that promoted learning opportunities
for gifted underserved youth through art, education, and cultural heritage programs. From 2015 to 2020,
Rolin advised and invested in over 20 venture-backed early-stage, growth and late-stage technology
companies. Based on these experiences and a desire to create sustainable social impact beyond
philanthropic giving, Rolin established Ankh Impact Ventures in 2020 with a new philanthro-capitalist
business model to foster impact entrepreneurship by diverse agents of change from all global
geographies.
Rolin has shared his experiences at numerous conferences and events globally, such as The World
Economic Forum in Davos, The Milken Institute Global Conference in Los Angeles, and the Young
Presidents Organization in London.
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